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In 1991 the Soviet Premier Boris Yeltsin pulled the plug on the Soviet Union officially. It was in a
major state of collapse and any attempts to force it back together had failed miserable and just
sped up the fall. They risked a total pogrom if they attempt to use direct force.
This order however was done by report on orders from a Jew from America, Jeffrey Sachs who
was part of Harvard Institute for International Development. Which was a front for the Jewish
Global Wall street Banks. It was the same Jewish Banking forces that created and funded the
entire Soviet Union. The Jewish Elites then simply shipped in hundreds of millions of dollars into
Russia to select Jews after the USSR was collapsed and the chaos that ensued. And they
bought up all the former State owned industries and worked to recentralize power over Russia.
Bringing their order back out of the chaos of its previous forms collapse. Its also been reported
on by Russian journalists the FSB which is the KGB with a new name was also responsible for
false flag bombings that killed hundreds of Russian's which allowed the Jew Putin to become a
dictator over Russia. It was Putin who reorganized and properly centralized the Jews control
over Russia in the new model. Putin was put into power by Abramovich a Jewish Oligarch who
worked for Rothschild. Putin also eliminated other Jewish Oligarchs who tired to challenge the
boss so to say for their own increased power. It was a fight amongst Jewish criminals.

So what one can note is the Jews will pull the plug to create organized chaos if their
establishment is losing power and simply attempt to reorganize control out of this. Musical
chairs. The Jewish elites are attempting to pull the plug on America with their Federal Reserve.
This also creates a situation they use for distraction off of themselves if too exposed to the
public. They will also serve up their own and throw them under the bus of public outrage if they
have to.
There is a major attempt in America to get a literal Communist movement going against Trump
using him as the trigger to get people to organize around. If the Jews pull the plug on the
American and global economy under Trump the years of stoking rage and hatred against Trump
and his government is going to be used to organize a Communist movement against him to
bring Jewish order of chaos. The Jewish Wall Street Banking elites already attempted to create
a Communist movement out of the chaos of them crashing the economy in 2008 with Protest
Wall Street when they sent in the Communist Party of America to organize this movement. They
also tired the same in America when they crashed the economy in 1929.
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